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Automatic 
Speech/Speaker 
Recognition



Disparities in Automated Speech Recognition 
Performance

ASR tools generally perform better on some 
demographics than others

English ASR will typically perform best on speech of 
American white men 

Performance typically degrades when

- Non-US (incl Australians) speaking
- Women speaking
- People of colour speaking

among other factors

Racial disparity in AI-driven speech recognition products

Sources: https://fairspeech.stanford.edu/

https://fairspeech.stanford.edu/


How does bias in ASR make customers feel?
How do customers respond?

“The recognition of people’s names and place names 

has a low success rate. And when I don’t know a word, I 

would spell it. But the devices cannot understand that.”

“It [voice technology] needs to change because it doesn’t feel 
inclusive when I have to change how I speak and who I am, 

just to talk to technology.”

[T]hey’re interesting I suppose in how they try to make 

you speak in a different way that’s not natural to you. 

They make your colloquialism sound strange and they 

make you pronounce things in that curious kind of way.

Sources: https://arxiv.org/abs/2006.06328; 
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/frai.2021.725911/full

https://arxiv.org/abs/2006.06328
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/frai.2021.725911/full


ASR, like most AI, performs best on well-
represented cohorts in its training data

Pre-2000s

TIMIT Dataset 
contains 2 men for 

every woman

2018

MozillaVoice claimed 
to contain 9 men for 

every  woman

VoxCeleb contains 2 

Australian men for 

every Australian woman

2015

AUDIOMnist contains 3 

men for every woman or 

nonbinary person

2023

“Research findings over the years seem to agree that ASR systems work better for male speakers than for females.” 

Looking at these datasets gives one clue why. Balancing voice datasets can mitigate bias to an extent.

Sources: https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/Legacy/IR/nistir4930.pdf; https://arxiv.org/pdf/2201.09486; https://discourse.mozilla.org/t/gender-breakdown-of-english-language-
dataset/32483; https://arxiv.org/pdf/1807.03418

https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/Legacy/IR/nistir4930.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2201.09486
https://discourse.mozilla.org/t/gender-breakdown-of-english-language-dataset/32483
https://discourse.mozilla.org/t/gender-breakdown-of-english-language-dataset/32483
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1807.03418


Bias in Automated Speaker Recognition causes 
security risk

- “Automated speaker recognition is deployed on billions of smart devices and in 
services such as call centres.”

- “Most affected by bias are female speakers and non-US nationalities, who 
experience significant performance degradation due to aggregation, learning, 
evaluation, deployment, historic and representation bias.”

- “A low FPR is necessary to ensure system security.” FPRs for Australian women 
are 300% higher than USA men, FPRs for Australian men are 7% higher than USA 
men.

Sources: https://arxiv.org/pdf/2201.09486; 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2201.09486


Will ever larger and open models be a solution?

I’m hopeful, but reviews are still mixed

Consider experimenting with large open-source models like OpenAI’s Whisper



Takeaways

Test, Test, Test

Experiment, responsibly

Well performing and fair AI can be 

a competitive advantage

Centralise the customer experience. 
Consider the consequences of errors.



Customer-Facing 
Generative AI 
Chatbots



Generative AI for contextual AI Assistants

Various public & private entities have deployed gen-AI based chatbots or assistants (below: NYC)

Sources: chat.nyc.gov



Hallucination and Gaming of generative AI
Generative AI’s flexibility comes with the flexibility to be mistaken and manipulated

Sources: https://lsj.com.au/articles/air-canada-forced-to-honour-chatbot-offer/ ; tweets from @fchollet and @chrisjbakke

https://lsj.com.au/articles/air-canada-forced-to-honour-chatbot-offer/


Robust explanation of generative AI’s inner 
workings is very difficult

Significant advances to explanation in 2010s But models grew faster than our ability to explain

Sources: https://www.mdpi.com/2076-2615/12/24/3503; https://epochai.org/blog/machine-learning-model-sizes-and-the-parameter-gap

https://www.mdpi.com/2076-2615/12/24/3503
https://epochai.org/blog/machine-learning-model-sizes-and-the-parameter-gap


Generative AI poses novel legal questions

Despite the ubiquity of generative AI solutions, no one knows how some laws apply to them



Fairness & bias in Generative AI

Generative AI’s flexibility makes it difficult to test and mitigate bias.

This has been clear most recently in image generation.

The world is subjective, ever changing, open ended. Is Generative AI?

OpenAI’s Dall-E 2 Google’s Gemini



Summary
Organisation Tool Issue Area Result

Google Large model (Gemini) Fairness/Bias Image generation taken 
down

OpenAI Large model (ChatGPT, 
Dall-E)

Lawsuit Remains up

StabilityAI Large model (stable 
diffusion)

Lawsuit Remains up

Laion Dataset (Laion-5B) Lawsuit Taken down

Air Canada Customer service 
chatbot

Lawsuit + Hallucination Taken down

Chevrolet Customer service 
chatbot

Hallucination Taken down

New York City
Department of small business services

Customer service 
chatbot

Hallucination Remains up



Why is NYC’s MyCity Chatbot still up?

Sources: https://apnews.com/article/new-york-city-chatbot-misinformation-6ebc71db5b770b9969c906a7ee4fae21

https://apnews.com/article/new-york-city-chatbot-misinformation-6ebc71db5b770b9969c906a7ee4fae21


Risk mitigations before media interest

- Disclaimers everywhere
- Some protection against adversarial attacks
- Described as a “beta”, an “experiment”

Response to media interest

- More disclaimers
- Some protection against mistakes
- Staunchly defended as a beta product, differentiated 

from other scandals in the space (eg Air Canada)

Why is NYC’s MyCity Chatbot still up?

Sources: https://www.thecity.nyc/2024/04/02/malfunctioning-nyc-ai-chatbot-still-active-false-information/ (image)

https://www.thecity.nyc/2024/04/02/malfunctioning-nyc-ai-chatbot-still-active-false-information/


Takeaways

Test, Test, Test

Experiment, responsibly

Well performing and fair AI can be 

a competitive advantage

Centralise the customer experience. 
Consider the consequences of errors.
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